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Get the book that set the standard for all other MS-DOS books—now celebrating its 20th anniversary!  Running MS-DOS is the best selling guide to the operating system that changed personal computing history. Featuring Van Wolverton’s down-to-earth style and eloquent applications, this one-step reference makes MS-DOS accessible for anyone looking to optimize PC performance. Whether you work in tech support or simply want to keep your classic PC in top form, Van shows you how to master MS-DOS with unparalleled clarity and expertise!

Discover how to put MS-DOS functions and commands to work!

	Tweak your system so it runs more efficiently
	Take control of your disk drives and devices
	Create back ups and rescue deleted work
	Retrieve files faster and manage memory
	Run legacy applications—including classic games
	Write your own batch files and smart commands!


Plus, check out the comprehensive MS-DOS Command Reference in the appendix—great for answers and examples on the spot!

 About the Author 

Van Wolverton, a writer since 1963, has had bylines as a newspaper reporter, editorial writer, political columnist, and technical writer. He wrote his first computer program—one that tabulated political polls—for the Idaho State Journal in Pocatello, Idaho, in1965. His interests in computers and writing have been intertwined ever since. As a computer professional, Wolverton has worked at IBM and Intel and has written software documentation for national software companies, including Microsoft Corporation. He is the author of Hard Disk Management and MS-DOS Commands, both Microsoft Press Quick Reference Guides, and Supercharging MS-DOS.  He was also a contributor to The MS-DOS Encyclopedia
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The Book of Visual Studio .NETNo Starch Press, 2002
The Book of Visual Studio .NET surveys each .NET server and related technologies, with a focus on Visual Studio 7 (VS7). Hands-on examples cover building forms, data retrieval, moving to COM+, and implementing web services. Other key issues and solutions include upgrading from Visual Basic, source control services, and remoting.
...
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Advances in Energy Systems: The Large-scale Renewable Energy Integration ChallengeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A guide to a multi-disciplinary approach that includes perspectives from noted experts in the energy and utilities fields

	
		Advances in Energy Systems offers a stellar collection of articles selected from the acclaimed journal Wiley Interdisciplinary Review: Energy and Environment. The journalcovers...
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Computing with New Resources: Essays Dedicated to Jozef Gruska on the Occasion of His 80th Birthday (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2014

	Professor Jozef Gruska is a well known computer scientist for his many and broad results. He was the father of theoretical computer science research in Czechoslovakia and among the first Slovak programmers in the early 1960s. Jozef Gruska introduced the descriptional complexity of grammars, automata, and languages, and is one of the pioneers...
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Next Generation SSH2 Implementation: Securing Data in MotionSyngress Publishing, 2008
The most up-to-date information on the next generation of SSH and how to incorporate into your organization's security environment.     

   New security risks, continuously evolving regulation and increasing security standards have created new and growing needs for secure internal information transfers, which SSH provides. This book...
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Shoulder Arthroscopy: Principles and PracticeSpringer, 2014

	Shoulder Arthroscopy – Principles and Practice is a comprehensive and fully up-to-date work covering all major shoulder problems and related arthroscopic treatments. Two sections on basic science and principles of shoulder arthroscopy will provide essential information to build primary knowledge on shoulder arthroscopy issues. Shoulder...
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Those Who Come After: Postmemory, Acknowledgement and Forgiveness (Studies in the Psychosocial)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book explores the legacies of suffering in relation to ‘those who come after’ – the descendants of victims, survivors and perpetrators of traumatic events. It draws on recent discussions of ‘postmemory’ and ‘haunting’ that are concerned mainly with the transgenerational impact of...
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